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Notes for Teachers
The Pre-intermediate Parts of Speech Teaching Resources eBook
This collection of over 100 teaching resources from the Teach-This.com website provides
worksheets, activities, and games aimed at Pre-intermediate level (A2) students. These
resources have been created by a dedicated team of highly qualified and experienced English
teachers and ESL professionals and have been tried and tested many times in the classroom.
The resources can be used in any general English course and are intended to supplement
other materials. These resources are flexible enough to be easily incorporated into most
lesson plans and can be used to introduce or reinforce language, practice or revise language
structures, or improve core skills.
The book contains a wide range of easy to use, practical, and effective supplementary
materials that focus on speaking practice as well as vocabulary or grammar exercises or
activities to help students develop their reading and writing skills.
How to Use this eBook
First, scan through the table of contents to select a teaching resource. To make the selection
process easy, all resources are categorised according to their relevant language point and are
arranged in alphabetical order. The table of contents also indicates the aim of each resource
and lists activity types that the students will engage in. Shortcut hyperlinks that quickly and
easily direct you to your chosen resource are included.
Each resource comes with detailed teacher's notes that provide key details such as activity
types, language focus, aim, preparation requirements, and estimated time duration. The
notes also include a comprehensive step-by-step procedure and answer keys, making lessons
quick and easy to plan. Each resource comes in a user-friendly and printable A4 PDF format.
Activity Types Explained
Each resource in this eBook falls into one of three categories: worksheets, activities, or
games. The worksheets provide opportunities for students to examine form and function
and exercises typically focus on either vocabulary or grammar. The activities are designed
to provide opportunities for students to practice using the language in more interactive and
interesting ways. The games offer students more fun and engaging methods to practice the
language and help to liven up lessons.
For each language point covered in this eBook, you will generally be provided with one
standalone worksheet, one activity, and one game to help students learn and practice the
language in different ways.
Controlled and Freer Practice
Speaking activities in this eBook are labelled as either controlled or freer practice. In the
controlled practice activities, students are given the target language to practice in a limited
form. These activities are more restricted, and the focus is more on developing accuracy. The
freer practice activities provide students with prompts that require them to make meaningful
choices before they use the language. This enables students to produce the target language
more independently with more of a focus on fluency than accuracy.
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Abstract Nouns
1. Which one?

To practice using abstract nouns.

Vocabulary game

Adjectives
2. A to Z

To practice using adjectives.

Vocabulary game

3. Categorize it

To categorize adjectives and practice
using them in sentences.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

4. A
 djectives and
Examples

To unscramble adjectives and use each
in a sentence.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

Adjective-Noun Collocations
5. W
 hat's the
Collocation?

To guess missing adjective-noun
collocations in sentences.

Vocabulary game

6. Which is Correct?

To practice making adjective-noun
collocations.

Vocabulary game

7. The Race Is On

To practice adjective-noun collocations.

Vocabulary game

Adjectives of Feeling and Emotion
8. Anna's Feelings

To practice 12 common adjectives of
feeling and emotion.

Vocabulary exercises
Speaking activity

9. H
 ow were they
feeling?

To practice common adjectives of feeling
and emotion.

Vocabulary and
speaking activity

Adjectives of Opinion
10. O
 pinion Adjectives
Race

To practice making sentences with
adjectives of opinion.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

11. Bertha's Bad Bistro

To practice common adjectives of opinion
and their opposites.

Vocabulary and
reading exercises
Speaking activity

Adjectives of Quantity
12. Q
 uantity Adjective
Dominoes

To complete sentences that contain
quantity adjectives with suitable nouns.

Vocabulary game

13. Bananopia

To practice adjectives of quantity.

Speaking activity
Vocabulary exercises

Adjective Opposites
14. A
 djective
Opposites 1

To practice adjectives and their opposites.

Vocabulary game
Writing Activity

15. A
 djective
Opposites Bingo

To listen to adjectives and match them
with their opposites.

Vocabulary game

16. W
 hat's the
opposite?

To identify and memorize common
adjectives and their opposites.

Vocabulary game
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Adverbs of Frequency
17. H
 ow often do you
use English?

To practice using adverbs in statements
and questions.

Vocabulary and
grammar game
Speaking activity

18. Sort it out!

To make present simple sentences
containing adverbs of frequency.

Vocabulary, grammar,
and reading game

19. True Detective

To practice How often do you...?
questions and adverbs and expressions
of frequency.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

20. H
 ow well do you
know me?

To practice adverbs and expressions of
frequency.

Speaking game

Adverbs of Manner
21. A
 dverbs
Introduction

To learn how to form and use adverbs of
manner.

Vocabulary exercises

22. How would you...?

To practice adverbs of manner.

Vocabulary and
grammar games

23. My Way

To practice adverbs of manner.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

Adverbs of Place
24. Draw and Write

To learn and practice adverbs of place
through drawing and writing exercises.

Vocabulary exercises

25. What can you see?

To practice using adverbs of place to
describe movement.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

Adverbs of Time
26. Time to Learn

To learn and practice definite time
adverbs related to points of time.

Vocabulary and
reading exercises
Speaking activity

27. Amazing Athletes

To practice adverbs of time.

Grammar and
speaking activity

Common and Proper Nouns
28. Geography Nouns

To identify and practice using common
and proper nouns.

Vocabulary exercises

29. Proper Jeopardy

To practice common and proper nouns.

Vocabulary game

30. Common to Proper

To associate common nouns with proper
nouns.

Vocabulary game
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Concrete Nouns
31. I Need a Noun

To practice concrete nouns.

Vocabulary game

32. C
 oncrete
Conundrum

To practice identifying concrete nouns.

Vocabulary activity

Conjunctions
33. C
 onjunctions
Gamble

To practice the conjunctions and, but, so,
or, and because.

Vocabulary game

34. Conjunctions Race

To complete sentences with the
conjunctions and, but so, and because.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

35. F
 ANBOYS Match
Up

To practice connecting sentence clauses
with coordinating conjunctions.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

Countable and Uncountable Nouns
36. Dinner for Two

To practice countable and uncountable
nouns.

Vocabulary exercises
Speaking activity

37. Name Two Nouns

To practice countable and uncountable
nouns.

Vocabulary game

38. A bit of Trivia

To practice countable and uncountable
nouns.

Grammar and
vocabulary game

Demonstrative Adjectives
39. D
 emonstrative
Match

To practice demonstrative adjectives.

Vocabulary activity

40. T
 his and That,
These and Those

To practice demonstrative adjectives.

Grammar exercises
Speaking activity

Demonstrative Pronouns
41. T
 his, That, These
or Those?

To practice using demonstrative
pronouns: this, that, these and those.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises

42. D
 emonstrative
Danger

To practice demonstrative pronouns.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

Modals of Ability
43. Crazy Abilities

To say what ability or skill two things have
in common using the modal verb can.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

44. P
 ast and Present
Abilities

To practice can and could to ask about
past and present abilities.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

45. H
 ow well can
you…?

To talk about skills and levels of ability
using modal verbs and adverbs of
manner.

Speaking activity
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Modals of Deduction and Speculation
46. C
 ould be, Might
be, Must be

To practice making deductions with could
be, might be, can't be, and must be.

Speaking activity

Modals of Obligation and Prohibition
47. David's Day

To practice expressing obligation with
have to and has to.

Grammar, vocabulary
and writing exercises

48. Class Contracts

To use modal verbs of obligation and
prohibition in classroom contracts.

Vocabulary and writing
activity

49. The Modal Hotel

To make rules using modal verbs of
obligation and prohibition.

Vocabulary, writing
and speaking activity

Modals of Possibility and Certainty
50. The Day Trip

To use the modal verbs of possibility
may and might to talk about future
intentions.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

51. Holiday Possibilities

To practice the modal verbs of possibility
and certainty will, won't, probably will,
probably won't, may and might.

Grammar exercises
Speaking activity

Onomatopoeia
52. W
 hat makes this
sound?

To review and practice the meanings of
different onomatopoeic words.

Vocabulary game

Parts of Speech
53. V
 erbs, Nouns,
Adjectives, and
Adverbs

To learn how to identify verbs, nouns,
adjectives, and adverbs and use them in
sentences.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises
Speaking game

54. Silly Sentences

To learn and practice using basic parts of
speech in sentences.

Vocabulary and
grammar activity

55. W
 hat Type of
Word?

To identify the position of verbs, nouns,
adjectives and adverbs in sentences.

Grammar game

Possessives
56. P
 ossessive
Adjectives and
Pronouns

To learn and practice possessive
adjectives and pronouns.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises
Speaking activity

57. Happy Families

To practice using possessive nouns to
ask about ownership.

Grammar and
speaking game

58. Whose is it?

To practice possessive pronouns by
playing a memory game.

Speaking game

59. A
 ccurate
Apostrophes

To make nouns possessive by adding an
apostrophe or apostrophe+s.

Grammar game
Speaking activity
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Prepositions of Movement
60. Let's Get into This

To practice prepositions of movement.

Vocabulary exercises

61. Name Three

To review prepositions of movement.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

Prepositions of Place
62. A
 t the Shopping
Mall

To practice prepositions of place.

Vocabulary and
listening activity

63. P
 repositional
Preferences

To use the topic of preferences and
habits to practice the prepositions of
place: in, on, at.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises
Speaking activity

64. W
 here is your
classroom?

To review prepositions of place.

Reading and writing
activity

Prepositions of Time
65. In, On, At

To complete sentences with prepositions
of time and match time expressions with
the prepositions: in, on, and at.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercise and
game

66. Invite me out

To make invitations using prepositional
time phrases.

Vocabulary, grammar,
and speaking activity

67. Snapped

To make sentences by matching time
prepositions with time phrases.

Vocabulary and
speaking game

68. I n, On, At
Dominoes

To practice the prepositions of time in,
on and at with time expressions.

Vocabulary game

Proper Adjectives
69. Country Adjectives

To learn and practice country adjectives.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises

70. P
 roper Adjectives
Crossword

To practice proper adjectives.

Vocabulary and
speaking activity

Quantifiers
71. Athletes

To practice questions with How much...?
and How many...?

Grammar and
speaking activity

72. M
 uch, Many, A few,
A little

To practice much, many, a few and a
little with countable/uncountable nouns.

Grammar and
vocabulary exercises

73. H
 ow Much or How
Many?

To practice asking questions with How
much...? or How many...?

Grammar and
speaking game

74. H
 ealth
Questionnaire

To practice asking questions with How
much...? or How many...?

Speaking activity

75. Quantifiers Race

To associate countable and uncountable
nouns with different quantifiers.

Vocabulary, grammar
and speaking game
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Reflexive Pronouns
76. Do It Yourself

To learn and practice reflexive pronouns.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises

77. C
 omplete the
Sentence

To complete sentences with reflexive
pronouns.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

78. Who did it?

To practice reflexive pronouns. To
practice sense verbs and adjectives.

Grammar and
speaking activity

Sense Verbs and Adjectives
79. Makes Sense

To learn and practice using sense verbs
and adjectives.

Vocabulary exercises

80. Sensational Pairs

To practice sense verbs and adjectives.

Vocabulary exercises

81. Super Senses

To practice sense verbs and adjectives.

Vocabulary and
speaking activity

Singular and Plural Nouns
82. S
 ingular and Plural
Nouns Practice

To learn and practice using singular and
plural nouns.

Grammar exercises

83. Singular to Plural

To match singular nouns with their
correct plural endings and forms.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

84. Perplexing Plurals

To practice singular and plural nouns.

Vocabulary and
grammar activity

So and Such
85. So and Such

To learn and practice how to use so and
such.

Vocabulary, grammar
and reading exercises

86. S
 o and Such
Practice

To learn how to form sentences with so
and such.

Grammar and
vocabulary exercises

87. T
 hat's such a good
answer!

To practice so and such by completing
sentences.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

Subject and Object Pronouns
88. T
 he Gift of
Pronouns

To identify and practice using subject
and object pronouns.

Vocabulary and
reading exercises

89. Blank Out

To complete sentences with subject or
object pronouns.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

90. Yes, I love it!

To ask questions about preferences and
reply using object pronouns.

Vocabulary and
speaking activity
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Contents
Name

Aim

Activity Type

Too and Enough
91. A
 Weekend by the
Sea

To practice using too, too much, too
many and enough.

Grammar and
speaking activity

Transition Words
92. Cause and Effect

To learn and practice transition words to
show cause and effect.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises

93. Link up

To practice using transition words and
phrases for giving additional information.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

Verb-Noun Collocations
94. Guess the Truth

To practice verb-noun collocations.

Vocabulary and
grammar game

95. C
 ollocation
Challenge

To practice verb-noun collocations with
have, take, break, do, catch and make.

Vocabulary game

96. V
 erb-Noun
Collocations Bingo

To match verbs with collocating nouns in
sentences.

Vocabulary game

Verbs
97. S
 tative Verbs
Practice

To learn 20 common stative verbs and
practice using them.

Vocabulary exercises

98. Fairy Tale Verbs

To practice common verbs in the past
and present simple.

Vocabulary and
grammar exercises

99. Confusing Verbs

To understand the differences between
some commonly confused verb pairs.

Vocabulary exercises

100. Do, Mime or Tell

To practice action verbs.

Vocabulary game

101. Verb Opposites

To practice verbs and their opposites.

Vocabulary activity
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TEACHER’S NOTES

1

Which one?

Activity Type

Introduction

Vocabulary Game:
matching, gap-fill (group
work)

In this fun abstract nouns game, students listen to sentences
and race to choose the best abstract noun that completes each
sentence from the choices provided.

Procedure

Focus

Divide the students into groups of three.

Abstract nouns

Give each group a set of cards.

Aim
To listen to sentences
and race to choose the
best abstract noun that
completes each sentence
from the choices
provided.

Preparation
Make one copy of the
cards for each group
of three and cut as
indicated.

Ask the students to shuffle the cards and place them face-down
in a pile on the table.
Students take it in turns to pick up a card and read the sentence
along with the three abstract nouns to the other group members,
e.g. 'BLANK is very important for your health'. 'a. sleep, b. idea,
c. lie'.
The group members then race to say which abstract noun best
completes the sentence.
The first student to guess the correct abstract noun wins and
keeps the card, i.e. sleep.
The correct answer is indicated in bold for the reader.

Time

Each student is allowed one guess per card.

20 minutes

If no one says the correct answer, the card is returned to the
bottom of the pile to be used again later in the game.
Play continues until all the cards have been guessed correctly.
The student with the most cards at the end of the game wins.
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